PRAY WITH US

ROMANS 12:12

...faithful in prayer

Be joyful in hope, patient in affliction, faithful in prayer.
**July 2-6: Pray for Latin America**

**MON | PRAY** that the outreach from a team led by Reach Beyond in early spring this year to the Shipibo people living in villages along the Ucayali river in Peru would have a lasting impact. Pray that the message and demonstration of Jesus’ love there will bring everlasting fruit.

**TUE | PRAISE** God for the completion and dedication of the clean water project in the Ecuadorian jungle village of Iwia, serving 22 families.

**WED | PRAY** as the Apoyo team continues to encourage Latin American Christian leaders towards maturity in Christ. Pray for receptive hearts during the Apoyo pastors’ retreat in Shell, Ecuador, and seminars in Argentina, Chile and Guatemala.

**THU | PRAISE** God for the Corrientes missionary training program which continues to prepare and mentor missionaries from all over Latin America. Pray for recent program graduates as well as Corrientes facilitators.

**FRI | PRAISE** God that Pastor Clemente, a native Shuar from Macas, Ecuador, has been able to accompany Ian McFarland, Reach Beyond missionary in Ecuador, on medical caravans, sharing the gospel with Shuar people. Pray for open hearts and wisdom for doctors treating patients through the caravans.

**July 9-13: Pray for Europe/Eurasia**

**MON | PRAY** for Daniel and Francoise as they deal with Daniel’s serious health decline. Ask the Lord to give Francoise strength as she provides his care. The Dossmanns have served with Reach Beyond for 30 years in several areas throughout the world.

**TUE | PRAY** for partners entrenched in media outreach in an undisclosed region facing intense difficulties and challenges. Pray for protection, favor, and wisdom as team members seek to bypass government blocks, technical issues and “intrusive attention from authorities” to their work.
READ “Practicing the Jesus Way” on page 14 of this issue’s V+H to learn how our staff are reading the Word and praying together every day.

**WED | PRAISE** God for the success of Reach Beyond’s first CHILI team and the relationships they built with local people through their ministry and projects over the last two years. Pray for continued wisdom and guidance as these workers consider their next steps.

**THU | PRAISE** God for media projects which partner teams working in security-sensitive regions have been able to use to help listeners learn more about God’s love and encourage local believers in their faith.

**FRI | PRAY** for three water projects that will be starting in Central Asia this summer. Pray for the many logistics and political issues involved with the projects, and that they would have a spiritual impact on the people in the region.

**July 16-20: Pray for Asia Pacific**

**MON | PRAY** for the impact of weekly Kurux broadcasts from the Reach Beyond-Australia office. Kurux is a language predominantly spoken by three people groups (approx. 2.5 million people) in Eastern India, Nepal and Bhutan.

**TUE | PRAISE** God for the “Light up a Village” project in India through a media partner and Reach Beyond-Australia, which has allowed them to install solar panels, LED lights and shortwave radios in over 90 villages across Central India. Give thanks to God that through this project listeners are hearing about Christ and his salvation.

**WED | PRAISE** God for a partner radio station in Indonesia that recently celebrated 18 years of broadcasting and had several hundred people attend their celebration service. Pray that they will continue to have impact in the communities, many of which are Muslim.

**THU | PRAISE** God that announcers for upcoming stations in Papua province in Indonesia can now share their common love for Christ with those who listen after a Reach Beyond trainer and national co-workers taught them many basic skills involved in hosting a radio show.
FRI | PRAY for Steve and Lisa, serving in the Asia Pacific Region. Steve serves in radio planting and engineering; Lisa does broadcast training across the region. Pray for their health and safety as they reach out to and work alongside national workers.

July 23-27: Pray for North Africa/Middle East

MON | PRAY for those serving in a highly-populated Muslim region where efforts are being made to establish media partner relationships. Ask God to open the right doors and for His favor and protection for team members and partners.

TUE | PRAY for a media partner in the region as it takes steps to develop staff and seek to build a solid foundation for building a full television studio and production team. Pray for wisdom in fulfilling the vision God gave them.

WED | PRAY for the staff and dedicated volunteers of a Reach Beyond radio station in the region as they prepare programs that will lead listeners to the truths of the Bible and as they follow up with listeners that reach out to them to know more about Jesus.

THU | PRAISE God for the testimony from our media partner in an undisclosed country of a young girl who came back to Christ and was able to forgive her mother after listening to a radio program from the partner’s station.

FRI | PRAY for a partner ministry in a security-sensitive country providing education, skills and health and emotional stability to refugees there. Pray that the partner’s team will remain strong in their service.

PSALM 17:6

“...hear my prayer.
I call on you, my God, for you will answer...
July 30-Aug 3: Pray for Sub-Saharan Africa

MON | PRAY for Reach Beyond missionary Joseph Kebbie, based in Ghana. Joseph is a trainer and station planter. Pray as he teaches not only media skills but creative financial independence. Uphold Joseph as he is separated from his family for long periods.

TUE | PRAY as Reach Beyond leaders meet in Burkina Faso with longtime radio and media partners to discuss vision and strategy for reaching the Fulani people.

WED | PRAISE God for the great response among the Yao people to the new partner radio station in Malawi. Praise God that 600 SonSet radios arrived at the station for the team to distribute them and introduce their station to additional villages.

THU | PRAY for the establishment of a new Christian station in a West African country, broadcasting to an unreached town of approximately 10,000 people.

FRI | PRAY during National Water Quality Month as Reach Beyond’s partner in Benin, West Africa installs clean water wells in isolated communities.

Aug 6-10: Pray for Reach Beyond USA

MON | PRAISE God for the recent productive church-engagement summit held in Colorado. Thank God for the clear path He is giving to move forward in engaging with churches. Pray for continued guidance and wisdom for our mobilization team in this.

TUE | PRAY for wisdom as Reach Beyond mobilization staff seek to mobilize people for missions. Ask God for guidance in developing strategies to enable others to serve, and for an upcoming meeting with mobilization colleagues from the USA.

me; turn your ear to me and hear my prayer.
WED | PRAISE God that Sheila Leech was recently able to meet with medical students in the U.S. to talk about River Blindness and how holistic approaches lead to transformational development. Pray for recruiting efforts for healthcare workers.

THU | PRAISE God for the doors being opened to partner with Christian universities. Pray for wisdom as our mobilization team prepares for speaking engagements, conferences and recruitment opportunities this fall on campuses to fill our 2019 internship program.

FRI | PRAISE God for our young ministry leaders who were able to attend the Next Generation Leaders Conference in Philadelphia earlier this summer to gain better prayer practices as leaders. Pray that the content continues to have impact to shape our staff into leaders who are directed by prayer.

Aug 13-17: Pray for the Rohingya

MON | PRAISE God for the opening of a partner’s clinic in Bangladesh to serve the Rohingya refugee population. Pray for God’s provision and the right people to send for short-term medical teams this summer.

TUE | PRAY for the medical teams serving the Rohingya in Bangladesh. Ask God for wisdom to keep an orderly flow of patients, for health, strength, and stamina for all workers in the extreme conditions, and that Jesus’ love will be evident in each interaction with the Rohingya.

WED | PRAY for the patients being seen in the medical clinic, especially those who have gone through serious personal trauma. Pray that God will bring physical, emotional and spiritual healing.

THU | PRAY for the Rohingya and Bangladeshi during monsoon season, especially as many of the Rohingya are in tarp structures along the hillside. Pray for safety for the people and protection against infrastructure damage.

FRI | PRAY for the country of Bangladesh as they host the Rohingya refugees. Pray for Bangladeshi Christians who increasingly face persecution and oppression. Ask God for political stability for Bangladesh and the region.
Aug 20-24: Pray for Global Reach Beyond

**MON | PRAY** for several media projects the English Conversation Project is seeking to develop and/or engage with, such as new apps for English learners, Club Leaders’ Online Training Site and a redesign of a training website. Ask God to provide a developer for custom word-processing software.

**TUE | PRAY** for Reach Beyond as the mission aspires to demonstrate bold faith, life-giving community, empowered partnership and strategic innovation in all of its work around the world.

**WED | PRAY** for wisdom and guidance as Reach Beyond country offices work together to effectively rebrand and communicate the vision and messaging for the global organization.

**THU | PRAISE** God for Hans and Hannah Zollinger who have served for 25 years with Reach Beyond-Switzerland. Pray for them as they retire and as the Swiss Country Office closes permanently. Thank God for the way He used the many missionaries who have served Reach Beyond through this office.

**FRI | PRAISE** God for the many faithful donors that support the mission through prayer and financial contributions. Ask God for His blessing and grace upon each donor and their families. Pray for continued support and for God to bring in new donors as well.

Aug 27-Sep 31: Pray for World Events and Unreached People Groups (UPGs)

**MON | PRAY** for the 1,900 UPGs with more than 100,000 individuals that do not have a strong enough church to reach their own communities without outside intervention. Nearly 400 of those groups do not have a church, a Bible or any known Gospel witness at all.

**TUE | PRAY** for the Syrians displaced in Lebanon after fleeing the conflict in Syria, and now numbering more than five million. Pray as they face dwindling resources, chronic illnesses, depression and even financial debt, as many are borrowing money to pay for items that meet basic human needs.

*1 JOHN 5:14*

“...ask anything...”

*This is the confidence we have in approaching God: that if we ask anything according to his will, he hears us.*
**WED | PRAY** for plans to build a media studio in an undisclosed country to reach a UPG in that region. Ask for God’s wisdom for team members planning and developing strategies toward that end.

**THU | PRAY** for the nearly five million Fulani people in Africa, spread throughout eight countries there. Ask God for wisdom and creative ways for reaching this highly Islamic UPG with the love of Christ.

**FRI | PRAISE** God for the opportunity to serve the Rohingya refugees, not only in Bangladesh, but also from the Millside Centre where the Reach Beyond-UK office is located. Pray for wisdom for the workers there to be able to share the hope of Jesus with the Rohingya and other UPGs who have been brought to their doorstep.

**HOW CAN WE PRAY FOR YOU?** Let us know by emailing praise and prayer requests to **pray@reachbeyond.org**.

**FOLLOW US** on social media to be alerted of urgent prayer requests from the mission field.

**LEARN MORE** | **REACHBEYOND.ORG**